
The Original Raised Pet Bed



The Original...or the Original KLM Ltd to give us our full title is owned

and run by myself Katherine, my husband Lee and our amazing

daughter Molly (Hence the KLM in our name).

Being brought up around and having worked with animals, we

realised there was a gap in the market for quality and practical

products for dogs and their owners, so we set up in 2007 and haven’t

looked back since.

Based in Manchester with our 

four whippets, Pebble 

(who is now no longer with 

us), Slate, Gneiss and Marble.

We love nothing more than 

escaping the city each 

weekend to attend Game fairs,

county shows and dog shows, 

meeting our customers and 

their four legged friends.

We are constantly designing new products to add to our range and

strive to provide our customers with new, practical and quality items

with the Original...twist.

As a family-run business we thrive on your comments, suggestions

and input. Wherever practical we try to conserve the planet and

energy, sourcing and packaging our products accordingly. 

Please enjoy The Original...and all its products.

Katherine, Lee and Molly McKay.

OUR ORIGINS





THE HIK9 BED

Many of us seem to have an idea of what a dog bed should look like

– usually it is soft, padded and is placed directly onto the floor. Our

beds are a little different from conventional beds and in our opinion it

is this that makes dogs love them. Pet owners love them too as they

are so easy to clean, deter infestations and don’t get the smells we

associate with dogs and their beds.

A fabric top suspended over a metal frame, our bed creates a very

comfortable place for your dog to sleep, stretch and spend hours

contemplating life! Unrestricted by sides your dog can choose to

nest and curl up or stretch right out. Covers are replaceable and

available in two different fabrics: a breathable mesh for dogs that

get wet, dirty or overheat, or a canvas fabric that is smoother to the

touch and prevents draughts. To clean, machine wash, jet wash,

disinfect or wipe down - it couldn’t be simpler.



THE HIK9 BED

The cover moulds to your dog’s body ensuring there are no pressure

points that can develop into unsightly and uncomfortable sores. No

heat is conducted from your dog’s body ensuring they are kept

warm and comfortable with no condensation gathering underneath

their bed creating smells, mildew and damp bedding. It is these

features that make our beds especially good for dogs with arthritis

and other joint problems. The mesh cover is also perfect for dogs that

are suffering with skin allergies as the bed can be cleaned with ease;

it also allows air to circulate and any debris to drop through the open

weave.

All beds are fully collapsible and come in their own bag so are great

not only at home but when travelling, holidaying or during times

when your dog may need to be kennelled. The metal frame is rust-

proofed for long-term protection then powder coated for improved

appearance and enhanced protection meaning it can be left

outdoors if required. It comes as standard with black plastic feet and

will not harm your carpets or solid floors.

We also produce a range of accessories to complement your bed.



MESH

Our mesh covers are made from a tough-plastic coated polyester

and have the following advantages:

•Breathable, air flow allows dogs to regulate body temperature

•Dust and hair drops through the mesh

•Very easy to clean and can be machine washed if necessary

•Drys almost instantly so can be back in use within minutes

•Can be left outdoors as water drains through the open weave

•Great for dogs that get dirty and wet on a regular basis

•Ideal for allergies as stops dust mites from breeding in bedding

•Continence issues - puppy training pads can be inserted between

the double layer mesh catching any accidents

•Good for dogs with longer coats as they appreciate the air flow

•Doesn't harbour smells

HEAVY DUTY MESH

Our heavy duty silver mesh is ideal for heavier dogs. It has the

following advantages:

•Comes with a reinforced, double width velcro strap

•Material is extra strong with reinforced stitching

•Suitable for larger breeds or dogs that like to share

•Also has the added benefit of reflecting the sun, creating a cooler

bed if used outside in hot temperatures

OUR COVERS



CANVAS

Our canvas covers are made from a polyester fabric backed with a

waterproof coating and have the following advantages:

•Doesn't allow air or water to pass through

•A soft feel fabric

•Dust hair and dirt are collected on top and wont stick to the fabric

but can be brushed off easily

•Machine washable at 40 degrees

•Stops unwanted draughts

OUR COVERS



AWARD WINNING

DOG BEDS SINCE

2007



OUR ACCESSORIES

•Fixes onto the frame with quick release clips

•Perfect for dogs that like to sunbathe

•Gives protection from the sun and offers a cool

area for your dog

•Collapsible for transit

•Has a silver outer layer to reflect heat

SUNSHADE

CHEW GUARDS

REPLACEMENT FEET
•Set of 4 standard replacement feet inserts (pic 1,

included with your bed)

•Set of 4 heavy duty feet in black or grey (pic 2 &

pic 3, not included in your bed)

•Gives protection to the frame if kept outside

•Provides extra grip and stability on wooden, 

tiled and laminate flooring

•A heat treated plastic tubing which attaches to

the frames edges stopping chewers from

accessing the cover

•Will not splinter or fracture when bitten

•Can be removed easily 

•Have been successfully tested in boarding

kennels, police dog units and service dogs



Size XS S M L XL XXL H

Dimensions

(CM)

W36

L64

H11

W49

L73

H15

W59

L92

H18

W69

L111

H21

W80

L126

H23

W89

L145

H28

W59

L145

H28

Sleeping Size

(CM)

W36

L45

W49

L55

W59

L73

W69

L90

W80

L114

W89

L128

W59

L128

Supports

(KG)
40 40 50 70 95 110 100

XS PAPILLON CHIHUAHUA YORKSHIRE TERRIER

S JACK RUSSELL FRENCHIE CAVALIER

M BORDER COLLIE SPRINGER SPANIEL WHIPPET

L LABRADOR WEIMARANER DALMATIAN

XL GREAT DANE NEWFOUNDLAND DEERHOUND

XXL LARGE DOGS THAT LIKE TO SHARE

H SMALL DOGS THAT LIKE TO SHARE

MEASUREMENTS

SIZE SUGGESTIONS



BUNK BEDS

The leg extensions kit

consists of 4 legs, 4 heavy

duty feet, 1 connecting clip

and jointing tape. 

They work with frame sizes

S, M and L allowing you to

create a space saving

bunk or a high level bed. 

Size 1 will extend the height

of your bed by 32cm.

Size 2 will extend the height

of your bed by 42cm.



•Pulls onto the bed staying fixed until taken off,

great for dogs that dig or drag bedding around

•Veterinary bedding is naturally hypo-allergenic

•High wicking properties, allowing damp dogs

and the cosy to dry off quickly

•Backed with a special coating to allow

maximum breathability

•Can help deter chewing as many dogs don’t

like the texture of veterinary bedding 

•The standard cosy topper has the same benefits

as the cosy sleeve but is attached with quick

release clips on all corners

•A reversible topper using veterinary bedding on

one side and a cooler polyester canvas on the

other

•Great for use all year round

•Quick release clips allow the topper to be

removed quickly to wash

•The luxury cosy topper has the same benefits as

the cosy sleeve but is attached with quick release

clips on all corners

•Made using high quality upholstery fabrics and

veterinary bedding giving a luxury feel and extra

warmth

•Use the fabric side up during the warmer months

as it stays cooler

•Overhangs the HiK9 bed covering the metal

frame to provide added comfort

COSY SLEEVE

STANDARD COSY TOPPER

LUXURY COSY TOPPER

OUR TOPPERS



•Reversible polar fleece pad, providing extra

comfort for those dogs that need it

•Fixes onto the HiK9 bed frame with quick release

clips on all corners allowing easy removal

•Fully machine washable with high quality

compressed padding which is stitched into

place, preventing clumping when washed

•Can also be used in crates and cages

•The water resistant pad has the same benefits

as the regular reversible pad but is a little more

practical for dogs that like to get dirty & wet

•The pad is made from PU coated 100% polyester

and is ideal for HiK9 beds that are used outdoors

•This pad is perfect for the summer months as it

has a cooler touch

•The luxury pad has the same benefits as the

regular reversible pad however is made using

high quality upholstery fabrics giving a luxury feel

•Fabrics used are a mix of velvets, cuddle softs,

teddy fleece, microsuede and velours

•Luxurious fabrics that are soft and cuddly,

perfect for the winter months

STANDARD PADS

WATER RESISTANT PADS

LUXURY PADS

OUR TOPPERS



•Attaches to the bed with quick release clips on

each corner

•Fully machine washable and made with polar

fleece fabrics

•Foam front to help the hood stay upright

allowing your dog easy access, this also means

there is still the option to lie on top of the tunnel

•Good for convalescing dogs that like extra

privacy or that like to burrow and be covered

•Can also be used in crates and cages

•The luxury snuggle tunnel has the same benefits

as the standard snuggle tunnel but has a

padded hood for extra comfort

•Made using high quality upholstery fabrics for

added comfort

•Perfect for cold winter nights

•Fixes onto the HiK9 bed frame with quick release

clips on all four corners allowing it to be removed

easily

•The higher sides create a safe feeling

environment on top of the HiK9 bed

•Inner cushion is reversible and fully machine

washable

•Made using high quality upholstery fabrics and

fleece giving a luxury feel

SNUGGLE TUNNEL

LUXURY SNUGGLE TUNNEL

LUXURY NEST

OUR TOPPERS



•Fixes to the frame with quick release clips

allowing it to be removed easily

•Fully machine washable

•Oversized fit to allow for dogs who like to bunch

up their bedding and nest

•Gives light cushioning for those dogs that need

it, perfect for summer use

•Has a reversible design made with soft fabrics

•Fixes to the frame with quick release clips

allowing it to be removed easily

•Fully machine washable

•Environmentally conscious fabric that is both

breathable and absorbent

•Oversized to fit over other toppers to protect

them for when dogs have been washed or come

in wet and dirty from outside

•Machine washable

•100% pure wool with natural properties 

•Helps keep temperatures stable by trapping

warm air within its fibres

•The softness of the wool creates a calming and

soothing effect

•Fibres absorb moisture keeping pets healthier

and cooler

•Doesn't attach to the bed

LUXURY BLANKET

BAMBOO TOWELLING

SHEEPSKIN

OUR TOPPERS





TRAVEL

Being fully collapsible, the

HiK9 bed is the perfect

partner if you're travelling

with your pets.

With no tools required to

assemble and a handy

carry bag, it's ideal for

camping, hotel stays or

even just a day out at the

beach or walking.



FREQUENTLY ASKED

QUESTIONS

IS THIS DOG BED

INDESTRUCTABLE?

WILL MY DOG LIKE IT?

CAN I LEAVE MY BED OUTSIDE?

HOW LONG DOES A COVER LAST

AND CAN I GET A REPLACEMENT?

No, our leg extensions fit inside our Small,

Medium and Large frames only. We use a

thicker steel on our XL, XXL and H frames so

the extensions will not fit.

Yes, covers are replaceable. Generally we

expect a cover to last at least 12 months,

although most people go for several years

without needing to replace them.

As long as the frame is not damaged. Stainless

steel frames are also available and are ideal

to leave outside all year round.

We’ve never met a dog that doesn’t like to

get on our beds, sometimes it may take a little

encouragement but generally they take to

them like a duck to water (or should that be

dog?) Dogs in the wild will always sleep up off

the ground as it can be cold, damp and is

also where parasites breed.

No! To some dogs nothing is completely

indestructible, however, HiK9 beds stand up to

a lot of wear and tear and we receive lots of

positive feedback from customers stating that

ours is the first bed their dog hasn’t eaten! We

supply replacement covers so it’s never the

end of the world if your dog does have a

nibble every now and again. We also make

chew guards to fit the bed.

CAN I MAKE BUNK BEDS OUT OF

ALL SIZES OF HIK9 BEDS?



WE ALSO SUPPLY MANY

PROFESSIONALS, BOARDING

KENNELS AND RESCUE CENTRES

Halo Dogs

Halo Dogs have been using The Original

HiK9 raised pet beds for a number of

years. Not only are the beds

comfortable, durable, easily cleaned

and hygienic, but the range and quality

continually improves and expands

meaning we offer our four legged guests

the best quality available

Ayrshire Dog Care

What can I say about The Original HiK9

raised beds without making them

appear too good to be true! I can

honestly say the beds have been a

triumph, so much so that I have placed

various orders since, both for my business

and for clients who were very impressed

when they saw them here. They report

that the beds are equally popular with

their dogs at home!

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE TO

SAY

'Received my extra large bed yesterday

and the dogs love it, especially my older

dog who’s getting a bit stiff in the back

end. Excellent, can highly recommend

these beds. Simple idea but ingenious at

the same time.'

'Great beds, since using them my Danes

joints are so much better and no more

pressure points on their elbows.'

'Bought my GSD a bed from here as she

has lots of allergies. Staff fantastic and

very, very helpful, cannot fault them or

the bed.'

'I love these beds! I’ve got 6, 3 indoors

and 3 out. They’re hard wearing,

washable and the covers are

replaceable when my terriers manage to

have a nibble. The only beds I’ve ever

found that survive the attentions of my

Patterdales'

TESTIMONIALS



ONLINE WWW.HIK9.COM

@ORIGINALHIK9

@THEHIK9

     0161 660 5668

INFO@HIK9.COM

ADDRESS UNIT 4A

J2 BUSINESS PARK

BRIDGE HALL LANE

BURY

BL9 7PB

CONTACT

WEBSITE

INSTAGRAM

FACEBOOK

PHONE 

EMAIL


